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Revisiting Muir And His Approach To Seerah 

Dr, Zubair Zafar Khan’ 

Sir William Muir, KCSI (27 April 1819 — 11 July 1905) was a Scottish 
Orientalist and colonial administrator of Britain in India. In the ‘Life of 
Mahomet’ he remarked negatively several times and disfigured the historical 
facts and misinterpreted the moral aspects of the life of the Prophet. So he 
was criticized in a contemporary review in The Times for "propagandist 
writing" with Christian bias and for "odium theological".' 

Muir suggested that the revelation on the Prophet was a proceeding 
from evil. To quote him, “It is incumbent upon us to consider this question 
from a Christian point of view, and to ask whether the supernatural influence, 
which ... acted upon the soul of the Arabian prophet may not have proceeded 
from the Evil One ... Our belief in the power of the Evil one, must lead us to 
consider this as at least one of the possible causes of the fall of Mahomet... 
into the meshes of deception ... May we conceive that a diabolical influence 
and inspiration was permitted to enslave the heart of him who had 
deliberately yielded to the compromise with evil”.* In the final chapters 
of Life, Muir concluded that the main legacy of Islam was a negative one, 
and he subdivided it in "three radical evils": First: Polygamy, Divorce, and 
Slavery strike at the root of public morals, poison domestic life, and 
disorganize society; while the Veil removes the female sex from its just 
position and influence in the world. Second: freedom of thought and private 
judgment are crushed and annihilated. Toleration is unknown, and the 
possibility of free and liberal institutions foreclosed. Third: a barrier has been 
interposed against the reception of Christianity”.’ Likewise there were many 
dirty remarks and allegations on the pious life of Prophet Muhammad. This 

caused a huge roar among the religious sections of India and hurt the 
sentiments of Indian Muslims. It was Sir Syed who refuted the allegations of 
Muir and wrote a book in this regard despite of very unfavorable financial 
conditions. Sir Syed committed to answer Muir and for the very purpose he 

travelled to England even he compelled to take loan from various friends. 
And after painstaking of several months and consulting from India Office 

* Assistant Professor, Department of Islamic Studies, A.M.U Aligarh, Email: 

drzubairzafar@gmail.com 


